SUNY-ESF Writing Resource Center
Guidelines for Graduate Students

The Writing Resource Center’s primary objective is to provide writing support to undergraduate students. Writing tutors for graduate students may sometimes be available for drop-in assistance on a first-come, first-served basis.

Writing resources for international graduate students include:

- Enrolling in English language course(s) at Syracuse University
- Enrolling in the Graduate Scholarly Writing (EWP 597) course at ESF (Spring)
- Arranging with one’s major professor to secure individual tutoring sessions with Maryanne Patulski, ESOL, at the cost of $300, for up to seven sessions
- Receiving tutoring in writing at the Syracuse University Writing Center (wc.syr.edu)

For more information on the options for international graduate students, contact Kurt Stavenhagen, Interim Writing Program Director, at wkstaven@syr.edu